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ELECTRICAL POWER DEMAND-RESPONSE SENSING PROJECT
By Richard M. White
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The overarching goal of this new
project is to identify technology that
will enable domestic electricity users
to make more efficient use of electric
power. Elements include inexpensive
wireless revenue metering, plus
electricity use and thermal/humidity
monitoring and control inside houses
based on knowledge of present electric
power prices and short-range weather
predictions. The term “demand response” refers to the ability of
electricity users to adjust their power
demands automatically in response to
time- and location-dependent price
fluctuations. The system concept,
nondeterministic (probabilistic) voluntary and dynamic rate-driven demand
management, has large implications
for grid power management strategies
and system grid operator and
consumer processes and culture. It has
been studied extensively by the
California Energy Commission (CEC)
prior to launch of this technology
feasibility research program.
Background
This project, sponsored by the
California Energy Commission, grew
out of the recent, well-publicized
electric power supply problems and
consequent
high
energy
costs
experienced by California consumers,
and by the appearance of new
technologies that can be applied in
sensing, control and communications.
The multi-participant project is based
at UC Berkeley because the campus
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Illustration courtesy of Professor Ed Arens
houses several research organizations sive wireless sensor and actuator
that can contribute. The cooperating components, such as the BSAC Smart
units are:
BSAC (sensors, Smart Dust initiative and the low-power “pico
Dust), the Berkeley Wireless Research radio” program at the BWRC. While
Center (BWRC) (wireless low-power many of the system components have
communications), Computer Science commercially available counterparts
Division (TinyOS & related software), today, the aggressive functionality,
Mechanical Engineering Department power, and cost goals anticipate far
(scavenging ambient energy to power more than can be provided with disjoint
sensors and their communication commercial solutions. Components,
networks), and the I/UCRC Center for software, and architecture will be
the Built Environment in the Archi- jointly optimized, with “holes” in the
tecture Department (human factors solution iterated toward the 100:1
functionality/cost ratio improvements
engineering, test bed, and evaluation).
that drive this program.
Each house is to be outfitted with
The “New House”
The drawing above indicates schemati- indoor and outdoor temperature,
cally what is being studied for possible humidity, and ambient light sensors that
use in California’s 10 million homes. report to the base station in the house.
Continued on page 4
Key to the project is the use of inexpen-

MEMS-TUNED LASER TO ENHANCE PRECISE TIMING REFERENCE
The current DARPA project, Chip-Scale Atomic Clock
(CSAC), will receive additional DARPA funding to explore
enhancements from inclusion of a low power MEMS-tuned
surface emitting laser. UC Berkeley will focus on a highly
integrated tuned laser to push toward the project goal of 1011
frequency error at power levels two orders of magnitude
below current atomic clocks such as those utilized in network
Piezoelectric Beam Wavelength Tuning Structure
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routers, at less than 1/10th their cost. Miniaturization goals
envision a package a few centimeters on a side, thousands of
times smaller than benchtop sources.
Such “orders of magnitude” improvements in cost, size,
and power of an ultra precise timing reference would impact
a broad range of commercial equipment from network routers,
Continued on page 4
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UC BERKELEY
WIRELESS MEGACENTER
The first day of the Spring 2004
BSAC IAB & Research Review
(March 8) will provide a unique
opportunity to hear, in one
session, technical descriptions by
five distinct UC Berkeley centers or
research groups engaged in the
study and advancement of
wireless
and
wireless-related
technologies.
This session illustrates both the
breadth and depth of top rank
complementary research efforts
focused on wireless at UCB. If you
are a BSAC Industrial Member or
Affiliate Faculty with present or
future
interest
in
wireless
technology and applications, this
session is highly recommended.
Watch our website for details!

8 March 2003
2:00 – 9:00 PM
PicoRadio to UltraWideband
to MIMO Wireless
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ULTRASONICS PIONEER RICHARD WHITE
HONORED WITH RAYLEIGH AWARD
By John Huggins
Lord Rayleigh put forth his mathematical treatise on the existence of
surface acoustic waves in 1885.
Eighty years later, Richard M.
(Dick) White and Fred Voltmer
published “Excitation of Rayleigh
Waves on Quartz using an Interdigitated Transducer” in Applied
Physics Letters. That article, which
has been referenced well over 200
times, initiated the SAW era (now a
1 billion unit/year industry). Fortunately for us, this precursor was
available for public research, not
having been discovered and
patented by an industrial laboratory
or business entity.
Dick, a Harvard graduate, went to
General Electric in 1956 before
joining the faculty of the University

of California, Berkeley in 1962. A
year later he published a paper in
the Journal of Applied Physics
dealing with what are now termed
thermoelastic waves. That paper has
been cited over 350 times. Dick’s
early work and leadership with
surface elastic waves was punctuated by a 39 page review in the
Proceedings of the IEEE in August
of 1970, which awakened the world
to the possibilities of signal
processing with Rayleigh waves.
So it was in August 2003 that
Dick was honored with the
prestigious 2003 Rayleigh Award
for "pioneering contributions to the
development of SAW interdigital
transducers, laser ultrasonics and
Lamb wave acoustic sensors, and
for continuing contributions to the
field of education."

BSAC Spring 2004
Industrial Advisory Board Meeting
8-10 March 2004
Monday, 8 March 2004
“Wireless Megacenters” Overview
Distinguished Speaker Dinner

Berkeley Wireless Research Center

Tuesday, 9 March 2004
Full BSAC Research Review
Awards Banquet & Dinner

Distributed Signal Processing
for Sensor Networks

Wednesday, 10 March 2004
Membership IAB Meeting
Member Poster Session

Berkeley Wireless Foundations

Small Footprint Wireless OS
and Locational Algorithms
Department of Electrical
Engineering & Computer Science

RF Wireless Tags and Fluidic
Self Assembly for Wireless

Department of Electrical
Engineering & Computer Science

MEMS for Wireless
Berkeley Sensor & Actuator Center

Dinner and Keynote Speaker

FIRST LEAVES OF SPRING
Executive Director Perspective
From the desk of John Huggins

Some have wondered whether it would end. Many of
us have wondered when or how it would end, whether
the shapes of our industries would be changed forever.
I am referring to the technology recession of 20002003, the longest and coldest high technology winter in
a generation.
While it is premature to declare the winter over, the
first leaves of spring have appeared.
The US
Department of Commerce reports that R&D employment increased in the 2nd quarter. According to R&D
Magazine, total research and development spending in
the United States is expected to rise by 3.4%, to nearly
$302 billion in 2003. Japan is emerging from a long
winter nap.
High technology R&D has a reasonably long
‘incubation’ period. Technology companies almost
never emerge from a downturn based on their old
products. Companies who continued to invest in R&D

Professor Richard M. White
Dick values community service
and educational outreach nearly as
much
as
scientific-engineering
exploration. He received the 2003
UCB Community Service citation
awarded this year to two (out of
1,500) UCB faculty. Dick gives
substance to the values and vision of
CITRIS, for which BSAC is a major
contributing research center.

All BSAC Member Companies are invited to attend
BEARS 2004, an annual conference at UCB presenting
significant new research thrusts and accomplishments
across EECS. Topics will include embedded systems and
networks, new computational substrates stemming from
the bio-info-nano fusion, pervasive computing and
communication, and augmented cognition.
Thursday, 26 February 2004
Workshops/Tutorials
CITRIS Corporate Sponsor Meeting
Friday, 27 February 2004
“Vista on the Future of Information &
Communication Technology”
Research Highlights & Focus Talks
Featured Student Talks
Center & Project Open Houses
For registration and program information, visit:
www.eecs.berkeley.edu/BEARS

during the downturn will be the ones poised for success
and growing market positions in any recovery.
Corporations are re-energizing their R&D recruiting
efforts. We are seeing increased on-campus recruiting
by industrial firms.
Sixteen industrial companies
conducted on-campus recruiting for UC Berkeley EECS
students in the past semester. At the Fall 2003 IAB
meeting, twelve BSAC Industrial Members conducted a
“member poster session” for our bio, electrical,
mechanical, and chemical engineering graduate students
and researchers.
Although there is demand for our engineering
graduates even during downturns, there is competition
for them when times are good. The cost of recruiting a
single PhD candidate from a top research university can
be higher than an annual industrial membership fee.
Roughly half our BSAC graduates initially or eventually
work for an industrial member company. Some of our
members recognize this and, through summer or onesemester internships for our graduate students, or
through on-campus Visiting Industrial Fellows, are
poised to build their organizations with researchers who
we believe are the best of the best.
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SELF-HEALING LIQUID CONTACT RF MEMS SWITCHES
By John Huggins
In the stampede to wireless
technologies for all forms of electronic communications, discrete RF
switches and microrelays play a
critical role: RF signal path switching. Switches are used to alternate
transmit and receive RF signals
between antenna and air-interface
stages of wireless radios. Softwaredefined radios use RF microrelays to
reconfigure alternative RF components for multiple radio standards
(such as those governing multi-band
cellular handsets). And “RF” switching may be employed in wire- and
fiber-based communications where
very high frequency signals are
switched between alternate signal
paths as part of the routing functions.
These switches provide either ohmic
or proximity capacitive coupling of
the signal and are either electrothermally or electrostatically actuated.
BSAC
(Wang/Tien)
recently
reported a 40GHz, 20dB isolation/
0.1dB insertion loss lateral contact
ohmic electro thermally actuated
switch with 3V actuation, compatible
with post-processing of MEMS on
top of finished CMOS wafers. Inprogress BSAC research (Cao/Lin)
on bi-stable magnetic-electro thermal
actuation applicable to RF switches

continues. And high permittivity,
high breakdown dielectric fluidenhanced tunable RF component
progress at UC Davis, has led to
interest in immersed liquid-gap,
metallic contact RF MEMS switches.
Metal-to-metal (ohmic) contact
switches are capable of very large
off-to-on impedance ratios as well
as low insertion loss over broad
frequency ranges. But hot switching

Liquid Ga Switch Contact Formation
Ga Electrodes During Switch Opening

Courtesy Honeywell, Inc.
(with signal path active) of metalto-metal contact switches can create
failure mechanisms that limit their
reliability: dielectric breakdown,
micro-welding, and contact surface
degradation after many contact
cycles.
Even proximity air-gap
capacitive switches can suffer dielectric breakdown between switch
terminals or dielectric charging
from high switch electrostatic
actuation voltages.
Recently,
BSAC
industrial
member Honeywell has proposed
and received DARPA funding for a
novel self-healing liquid ohmic
contact RF switch utilizing liquid

gallium contacts on silicon nitride
diaphragms. Self-healing refers to
regeneration of contacts at each
switch closure by liquid gallium
volume merging and resultant
surface energy minimization. Loss
of gallium from switch terminals is
avoided with philic-phobic surface
adjacencies and liquid recapture.
BSAC Directors Norman Tien and
Roger Howe will assist the
Honeywell research effort, led by
Dan Youngner, through extensive
modeling and prediction of switch
behavior and performance. BSAC
will lead the modeling subtasks
including the electromechanical and
thermal properties of the switch and
diaphragm, RF isolation, impedance, and self-closing effects.
Included in the BSAC tasks and
fundamental to the project goals are
modeling
and
prediction
of
reliability and lifetime of alternative
switch designs. Joint BSACHoneywell experimental testing and
measurement of switch behavior
and performance will allow
confirmation and refinement of
these continuing-value models.
Although chemical mechanical
polishing CMP of wafers will be
done by BSAC, Honeywell will
utilize its internal processes for
switch hardware development.
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CONGRATULATIONS TO
DORIAN LIEPMANN
BSAC congratulates Director and
Professor Dorian Liepmann on his
recent promotion from associate
professor to full professor in
November.
Liepmann is jointly
appointed in the Department of
Bioengineering (BioE) and Mechanical Engineering, and is the Lester
John and Lynne Dewar Lloyd
Distinguished Professor of Bioengineering as well as the BioE Head
Graduate Adviser for the Joint
Graduate Group. Liepmann is a
well-known authority on bioMEMS
and fluid mechanics.
– HSK

THE ENTREPRENEURIAL BSAC CONNECTION
On November 10, BSAC provided the setting and school experience that taught and reinforced discipline,
content for an all-day meeting to illustrate and reflect on perseverance, and a deferred-gratification ethic. Two
the influence of BSAC University research as it relates of the companies, IrisAO and EndoBionics, honed their
to entrepreneurial business formation. Five start-up initial business plans in the UCB Haas School of
ventures, all with various roots in BSAC, told their Business competition, and launched their companies
stories to a group of eight industrial companies, with co-founders from the Haas School. BSAC start-up
(including several BSAC member companies) interested IrisAO won the Haas competition in 2002/2003, and
in the university-enhanced entrepreneurial process.
several other national competitions.
There were no “get rich quick” formulas, only the
Several companies were licensees of BSACstories of a motivating vision, followed by perseverance, originated UC patents. Professor Al Pisano emphasized
the importance of government-induspersonal risk-taking, and hard work.
try-university “research-funding cycles”
One frequent theme was that the
university can be a facilitator of vision
to the development of commercially
creation, particularly where a strong
significant research, which constitutes
environment of collaboration between
the fuel of technology-based entreprenfaculty and researchers, and exposure
eurial activity. Access to capital was
to industrial mentors is available.
another common challenge; the UCB/
Former BSAC Executive Director Burt
BSAC pedigree and continuing involveSage, now CTO of Therafuse, underment of faculty opened some doors that
may have otherwise been closed.
stands the entrepreneurial connection
The presenting entrepreneurs were:
as it relates to member companies:
Professor Al Pisano holding a
Michael Helmbrecht, BSAC PhD 2002
“…the member company must
CEO, IrisAO.
articulate the market-driven need; the medicine delivery research prototype.
university/BSAC research environment is then a great Kyle Lebouitz, BSAC PhD 1998; President, Xactix.
place to identify possible solutions”.
Burton Sage, E.D. BSAC 2000-2001; CTO,TheraFuse.
It was clear from several presenting companies, that Michele Migliuolo, CEO Verimetra.
continuing faculty involvement (as advisors) following Kirk Seward, BSAC PhD 2001; CTO, EndoBionics.
launch was critical to refining or redirecting the technoThe meeting was sponsored by the Global Emerging
logy vision. In those companies with founders directly Techologies Institute (GETI) as part of their west
from the university, credit was given to a tough graduate coast Technology Trade Mission.
– JMH

KRIS PISTER FEATURED IN
FORBES MAGAZINE
BSAC
Director
and
Professor
Kristofer Pister was featured in the
September 2003 issue of Forbes
Magazine (article titled “Sensing
Opportunity”, written by Quentin
Hardy, published 9/1/03). Pister’s
entrepreneurial work as founder
and chief executive of Dust Inc.
was outshined only by his amazing
work with Smart Dust sensors. The
article cites a successful military test
in which Pister dropped 8 sensors
(with clocks, motion detectors, and
electronic compasses) from an
airplane, and they self-organized to
determine the direction, speed,
and size of a series of armored
vehicles. After 14 years in this field,
Pister continues to be a pioneer and
forerunner in building sensors. – HSK
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for single-design, multiple wave-length
light sources. Thermally tuned lasers
are themselves subjects of intensive
research and development but suffer
from their (thermal) power requirements; and they are relatively slow to
tune because of long thermal
stabilization time constants. Application of mechanical displacement
tuning, i.e. MEMS to VCSEL tuning,
has become particularly attractive
because of the prospects for higher
levels of integration and dramatically
lower power.
A decade of high
reliability MEMS commercial implementations in safety-critical airbag
deployments, projection mirrors, and
many other applications has established the requisite robustness and quality
of MEMS-based tuning solutions.
UCB EECS
Prof. Connie
Chang-Hasnain
is internationally known for
her pioneering
of
VCSEL
technology, and
the new collaborative BSAC
research is expected to spawn
further
commercial appliProfessor
cations. –JMH
Chang-Hasnain

DEGREES EARNED
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DEMAND-RESPONSE

MEMS-TUNED LASER

Continued from page 1

Continued from page 1

Information about the current price of
electric energy and short-range environmental predictions will be available at
each house through the Internet or a
wireless service. Occupants input highlevel comfort zone and cost preferences
via a graphical interface and control
panel. The system then manages predesignated power-intensive appliances
such as air conditioners, heating
systems, and clothes driers.
The system monitors electric power
flow at locations around the house via
sensors on appliance power cords, as
well as to the house as a whole for
wireless revenue metering.
BSAC
researchers have shown proof-ofconcept designs for passive, proximity
AC voltage and current sensors for these
purposes. In the future, MEMS versions
of these non-invasive sensors will be
fabricated. Progress to date includes
demonstration of current technology
Smart Dust controllers for remote power
control. Aggressive MEMS-optimized
radio architectures compatible with
realistic energy scavenging goals, and
practical
scavenging
transducers
illustrate challenges for the multi-center
research teams.
But prospects for
adding new sensors and services for a
sensor-outfitted house will provide fuel
to drive the project toward achievement
of the aggressive goals.
More information on the Demand
Response system concept is available
from the CEC and California Institute of
Energy Efficiency (CIEE) on their website at http://ciee.ucop.edu/dretd.

wireless communications, and broadcast, to instrumentation and metrology.
The initial project, undertaken jointly
with Cornell University, utilizes precise transition resonance frequency of
a Rubidium or Cesium vapor, driven
by a self-powered, low-level radioactive Nickel63 source, to achieve a
precise atomic timing reference. The
approach includes MEMS mechanical
piston resonators driven by Rubidium
or Cesium transition subharmonics.
The new research led by Professors
Albert Pisano and Connie ChangHasnain adds a novel integrated,
precise tuned frequency source
synchronized to the atomic transitions.
This approach will utilize a monolithic
piezoelectrically-actuated
MEMS
tuned Vertical Cavity Surface Emitting
Laser (VCSEL or “vixel”). The tuned
single mode laser will be used for
excitation of the atomic hyperfinetransitions of the Rubidium/Cesium
source.
Tuning
will
utilize
piezoelectric beam displacement.
Fast
piezoelectric
mechanical
(MEMS) tuning of the VCSEL
contrasts with alternative approaches
involving thermal tuning of the laser
source. Tuned lasers are attracting
attention for use in optical communication systems because of the prospects

Karen Scott, PhD
UC Berkeley
Electrical Interconnect of
Components Transferred
by Fluidic Microassembly
using Capillary Forces

BSAC MAKES
STRONG SHOWING
AT TECHNICAL
CONFERENCES

BSAC presented 8 papers
at the 2003 ASME International Mechanical Engineering Congress and
RD&D Expo (IMECE) in
Washington, D.C. this
past
November,
all
papers from the DARPA
MEMS
Rotary
Engine
Power Systems project.

BERKELEY SUMMER 2004 SHORT COURSES IN MEMS
Courses on MEMS, BioMEMS, & Optical MEMS
BSAC Member Companies
Receive Discounts on Course Tuition Fees.
Watch for courses and dates at www.unex.berkeley.edu/eng/sum.

BSAC SECURE WEBSITE IS ONLINE!
The BSAC secure website for industrial members is now online and
ready to be accessed!
At the secure site, you will find all content from the Fall 2003
IAB, and more! Navigate by “project”, “faculty member”, “research
area”, or “program” to find the information of interest.

Please try it out and let us know what you think!
Tell us about broken bookmarks, and we’ll fix them!

SECURE
LOGIN

BSAC will be presenting
13 papers at the upcoming 17th IEEE International
Conference on MEMS
2004, including 6 papers
and 7 posters/presentations. There will be additional contributions from
BSAC Member Companies as well. The conference will be held on 2529 January 2004 in
Maastricht, Netherlands.
For more info, visit:
www.mems2004.org

HILTON HEAD 2004
Enter Secure Website from Existing BSAC Home Page

HOW TO ACCESS THE SECURE SITE
• Enter through the BSAC website at:
http://www-bsac.eecs.berkeley.edu.
• Login with your BSAC member password, or
register online to receive your password by
email.
• Click on your “BSAC profile” to view or
change your contact information and options.

Conference information
for Hilton Head 2004: A
Solid-State Sensor, Actuator, & Microsystems Workshop is now available at:
www.hh2004.org.
The conference will be
held on 6-10 June 2004
on Hilton Head Island, SC.
Abstracts are due by
6 January 2004.
Registration is due by
15 April 2004.

